Ambit Capital voted India’s Most Independent Broker for the
second year in a row in the Asiamoney Brokers Poll 2016
Leads in key Research segments in Asia’s largest equities poll
Mumbai, 26 December 2016: Ambit Capital Private Limited has topped multiple categories at the
recently concluded Asiamoney Brokers Poll 2016. Ambit Capital was ranked #1 in many categories
including:
-

Most Independent Research Brokerage (second year in a row)
Most Improved Brokerage (fifth year in a row)
Best Strategist (third year in a row)
Best Strategy Team (third year in a row)
Best Small Caps Team (second year in a row)
Best Analyst (Conglomerates) Team
Best Analyst (Consumer discretionary) Team
Best Roadshows and Company Visits

Saurabh Mukherjea, CEO, Ambit Capital, the author of Gurus of Chaos: Modern India's Money
Masters and The Unusual Billionaires, has been ranked the Best Strategist for India for the third year
in a row.
In addition, Ambit Capital was ranked #2 for Best Economist team, Best Sales Person Team, Best
Overall Sales and Best Domestic Broker for India.
In addition to the team rankings, Ambit analysts Pankaj Agarwal and Nitin Bhasin were felicitated for
Best Analyst - Diversified Financials (Ranked #2) and Best Small Caps Analyst (Ranked #2)
respectively.
Rahul Gupta, Joint Group CEO, Ambit Pvt. Ltd., said “The awards are recognition of Ambit’s best in
class equities franchise and dedication towards their work”
Saurabh Mukherjea, CEO, Ambit Capital said “As has been the case in the past, we are delighted to
have received the category leader award across various categories. Over the past six years we have
pushed ourselves very hard to provide incisive, intelligent and honest inputs to our clients. We
remain grateful to our clients for their continued support as we expand our franchise.”
The 27th Annual Brokers Poll is the largest Asia-focused equity services provider poll and invites
institutional investors to provide their important assessment on sell side.

About Ambit:
Ambit is a leading investment bank offering customized solutions in the areas of Corporate
Finance, Institutional Equities, Private Equity, Asset Management, Wealth Management,
Structured Finance and Principal Investment. The firm capitalizes on its strong track record, indepth understanding of global economic and regulatory environment and extensive domain
knowledge to provide seamless services to its clients, which include institutional investors,
corporates and high net worth families. Ambit is headquartered in Mumbai, with offices in
Delhi, Bengaluru, Singapore, London and USA.
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